AFRICA TWIN
ADVENTURE

ACCESSORIES FEATURED:
35L Top Box Kit
Backrest for 35L Top Box
Pannier Kit
Touring Screen
Main Stand
Deluxe Pillion Footpegs
Upper Deflector
Lower Deflector
Cowl Guard Kit
Front LED Fog Light Kit

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

PANNIER KIT
08L72-MJP-G50

35L TOP BOX KIT
08L71-MJP-G50

BACKREST FOR 35L TOP BOX
08F00-MJP-G50

MAIN STAND
08M70-MJP-G50

Pannier kit featuring ‘1 Key’ locking system
which allows the luggage to be used with
the bike’s ignition key. Left hand side
pannier can store a full face helmet.
Capacities - Left: 40L & Right: 30L.
Dimensions - Right: 470 × 270 × 420 mm
Left: 470 × 300 × 420 mm

35L of storage capacity allows this top box
to hold most helmet designs. Features ‘1
Key’ locking system which allows the
luggage to be used with the bike’s ignition
key. Tough aluminium and plastic design
which matches the panniers.

Designed to fit the 35L Top Box, this
backrest is made of polyurethane foam for
passenger comfort. Easy fitment with no
drilling required.

A Main Stand allows secure parking on a
variety of ground surfaces and assists with
maintenance.

Dimensions: 395 × 450 × 340 mm

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

HEATED GRIPS
08T72-MJP-G50

COWL GUARD KIT
08P71-MJP-G50

LED FOG LIGHT KIT
08ESY-MJP-FLK16

Slim heated grip kit to improve comfort by preventing hands getting cold.
Please note, the following items are required for installation: Heated Grips Attachment.

Silver Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s
fairing as well as providing a mount for the
LED Fog Lights.

Pack contains all components necessary for
fitment of the fog lights: LED Fog Lights,
Attachment & Cowl Guard Kit.

(Image for illustrative purposes only)

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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xx.xx

x.x

SPECIAL EDITION RIDER FOOTPEGS
08R80-MJP-G51 SILVER
08R81-MJP-G51 RED
08R82-MJP-G51 BLACK
08R83-MJP-G51 BLUE

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

SPECIAL EDITION PILLION FOOTPEGS
Special Edition rider footpegs machined
08R85-MJP-G51 SILVER
from a single billet of aluminium. These high
quality footpegs are wider than the standard 08R86-MJP-G51 RED
pegs for increased comfort.
08R87-MJP-G51 BLACK

08R88-MJP-G51

xx.xx

x.x

Matching Special Edition pillion footpegs
machined from a single billet of aluminium.
These high quality footpegs are wider than
the standard pegs for increased comfort.

BLUE

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

DELUXE PILLION FOOTPEGS
08R71-MJP-G50

AKRAPOVIC SLIP-ON EXHAUST
08F88-MJP-900

TERMIGNONI SLIP-ON EXHAUST
08F99-MJP-900

ALARM KIT
08ESY-MJP-ALARM

Deluxe pillion footpegs constructed of
aluminium and rubber that are wider than
the standard pegs for increased comfort.

Deluxe pillion footpegs constructed of
aluminium and rubber that are wider than
the standard pegs for increased comfort.

Deluxe pillion footpegs constructed of
aluminium and rubber that are wider than
the standard pegs for increased comfort.

A compact alarm unit with a 118db siren and
a movement and shock detector, featuring
8 sensitivity settings. A back-up battery and
a low consumption sleep mode ensure the
battery is protected from draining.
Attachment kit is available.

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

TANKBAG KIT
08L77-MJP-G51

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L75-MJP-G51

PANNIER INNER BAG KIT
08L76-MJP-G51

AFRICA TWIN TENT
08MJP-16Y-TENT

Small 3L bag, specially designed to fit
the Africa Twin’s tank. The bag has two
magnetic flaps and two removable straps.
Kit includes all necessary fixings and
adhesive protective film to protect the
tank from scratches.
Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Carry your day to day necessities with this
black nylon bag with a silver Honda wing
logo on the top. Complete with adjustable
shoulder strap and carrying handle. Red
rubber pullers with Honda logo, suitable for
use with gloves.

A set of black pannier-shaped inner bags.
Each bag offers generous carrying capacity,
have an expandable front pockets and
include adjustable shoulder straps. Red
rubber pullers with Honda logo, suitable for
use with gloves.

Designed to provide a large sleeping
area where two motorcyclists and their
equipment can fit with ease. Complete with
canopy that hides the bike from curious
eyes while protecting it from the elements.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

TOURING SCREEN
08R70-MJP-G50

SMOKED SCREEN
08R75-MJP-G50ZA

UPPER DEFLECTOR
08R74-MJP-G50

LOWER DEFLECTOR
08R73-MJP-G50

Taller touring screen improves wind
protection and reduces buffeting.
Offers an 85 mm increase in height and a
30 mm increase in width compared to the
standard screen.

Smoked screen which matches the
dimensions of the standard clear screen.

Polyurethane deflector designed to boost
wind protection and funnel air away from
the rider.

Polyurethane deflector designed to deflect
hot air from the radiator away from the rider
in order to improve comfort.

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

HIGH SEAT
08R00-MJP-F50ZA RALLY RED
08R00-MJP-G50ZA TRICOLOUR
08R00-MJP-G50ZB STANDARD

LOW SEAT
08R01-MJP-F50ZA RALLY RED
08R01-MJP-G50ZA TRICOLOUR
08R01-MJP-G50ZB STANDARD

Offers a 30mm increase in seat height
compared to the standard seat, giving
two options for seat height of 880 mm or
900 mm.

Offers a 30mm decrease in seat height
compared to the standard seat, giving
two options for seat height of 820 mm or
840 mm.

xx.xx

x.x

xx.xx

x.x

DCT FOOT SHIFT KIT
08U70-MJP-G80

12V SOCKET
08U70-MJP-G50

A complete kit enabling you to change
gear in the traditional 1 down - 5 up format
on DCT Models using a left foot shift lever.
Works alongside the handlebar shift
triggers giving you the choice of using
either at any point.

Power or charge electrical equipment using
this convenient 12V socket (provides 1A).
(Image for illustrative purposes only)

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

READY-TO-GO PACKS TO SUIT YOUR STYLE AND YOUR BUDGET

Further model accessories not shown
are available:

Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment. Specifically
designed for you and your Honda. To guarantee maximum enjoyment, they will be
precisely fitted by our Honda technicians.
All packs are available in both Wave Key and Separate Key form.

U-Lock
Cargo Net
Protective Film
Optimate Battery Optimiser

xx.xx

x.x

WHEEL STICKER KIT
08F70-MJP-F50ZA RALLY RED
08F70-MJP-F50ZD STANDARD
08F70-MJP-F50ZJ TRICOLOUR
Easy to apply 3-piece wheel sticker kit.

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

TRAVEL PACK

ADVENTURE PACK

TOURING PACK

Top Box

Top Box

Top Box

Panniers

Panniers

Panniers

Backrest

Backrest

Backrest

Rear Carrier

Rear Carrier

Rear Carrier

Touring Screen

Touring Screen

Touring Screen

Main Stand

Main Stand

Main Stand

Heated Grips

Heated Grips

COMFORT PACK

12V Socket

12V Socket

Heated Grips

Front LED Fog Lights

Front LED Fog Lights

12V Socket

Cowl Guard Kit

Cowl Guard Kit

Front LED Fog Lights

Upper Deflector

Cowl Guard Kit

Lower Deflector
Deluxe Pillion Footpegs

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

AFRICA TWIN
ADVENTURE

READY-TO-GO PACKS TO SUIT YOUR STYLE AND YOUR BUDGET
Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment. Specifically designed for you and
your Honda. To guarantee maximum enjoyment, they will be precisely fitted by our Honda technicians.

TRAVEL PACK
£985.00
xxx.xx

COMFORT PACK
£1,015.00
xxx.xx

ADVENTURE PACK
£1,995.00
xxx.xx

TOURING PACK
£1,995.00
xxx.xx

Top Box

Heated Grips

Top Box

Top Box

Backrest

12V Socket

Backrest

Backrest

Rear Carrier

Front LED Fog Lights

Rear Carrier

Rear Carrier

Panniers

Cowl Guard Kit

Panniers

Panniers

Touring Screen

Touring Screen

Touring Screen

Main Stand

Main Stand

Main Stand

Heated Grips

Heated Grips

12V Socket

12V Socket

Front LED Fog Lights

Front LED Fog Lights

Cowl Guard Kit

Cowl Guard Kit
Upper Deflector
Lower Deflector
Deluxe Pillion Footpegs

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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AFRICA TWIN TRAVEL PACK

35L TOP BOX

REAR CARRIER

BACKREST FOR 35L TOP BOX

PANNIER KIT

35L of storage capacity allows this top box
to hold most helmet designs. Features ‘1
Key’ locking system which allows the
luggage to be used with the bike’s ignition
key. Tough aluminium & plastic design
which matches the panniers.
Dimensions: 395 × 450 × 340 mm

Rear carrier featuring luggage securing
hooks.

Designed to fit the 35L Top Box, this
backrest is made of polyurethane foam for
passenger comfort. Easy fitment with no
drilling required.

Pannier kit featuring ‘1 Key’ locking
system which allows the luggage to be
used with the bike’s ignition key. Left
hand side pannier can store a full face
helmet. Capacities - Left: 40L & Right: 30L.
Dimensions - Right: 470 × 270 × 420 mm
Left: 470 × 300 × 420 mm

Dimensions: 235 × 275 × 22.5mm

TOURING SCREEN

MAIN STAND

Taller touring screen improves wind protection and reduces buffeting. Offers an 85 mm
increase in height and a 30 mm increase in width compared to the standard screen.

A Main Stand allows secure parking on a variety of ground surfaces
and assists with maintenance.

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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AFRICA TWIN COMFORT PACK

HEATED GRIPS

12V SOCKET

COWL GUARD KIT

LED FOG LIGHT KIT

Slim heated grip kit to improve comfort
by preventing hands getting cold. Please
note, the following items are required for
installation: Heated Grips Attachment.
(Image for illustrative purposes only)

Power or charge electrical equipment using
this convenient 12V socket (provides 1A).

Silver Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s
fairing as well as providing a mount for the
LED Fog Lights.

Pack contains all components necessary for
fitment of the fog lights: LED Fog Lights,
Attachment & Cowl Guard Kit.

(Image for illustrative purposes only)

AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE PACK

35L TOP BOX + BACKREST

PANNIER KIT

TOURING SCREEN

MAIN STAND

35L of storage capacity allows this top
box to hold most helmet designs. Features
‘1 Key’ locking system which allows the
luggage to be used with the bike’s ignition
key. Tough aluminium & plastic design
which matches the panniers. Shown with
Backrest, which is included in the
Adventure Pack.

Pannier kit featuring ‘1 Key’ locking
system which allows the luggage to be
used with the bike’s ignition key. Left
hand side pannier can store a full face
helmet. Capacities - Left: 40L & Right: 30L.
Dimensions - Right: 470 × 270 × 420 mm &
Left: 470 × 300 × 420 mm

Taller touring screen improves wind
protection and reduces buffeting.
Offers an 85 mm increase in height
and a 30 mm increase in width compared to
the standard screen.

A Main Stand allows secure parking on a
variety of ground surfaces and assists with
maintenance.

HEATED GRIPS

12V SOCKET

COWL GUARD KIT

LED FOG LIGHT KIT

Slim heated grip kit to improve comfort
by preventing hands getting cold. Please
note, the following items are required for
installation: Heated Grips Attachment.
(Image for illustrative purposes only)

Power or charge electrical equipment using
this convenient 12V socket (provides 1A).

Silver Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s
fairing as well as providing a mount for the
LED Fog Lights.

Pack contains all components necessary for
fitment of the fog lights: LED Fog Lights,
Attachment & Cowl Guard Kit.

(Image for illustrative purposes only)

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

REAR CARRIER
Rear carrier featuring luggage securing
hooks. Required for fitting 35L Top Box.

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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AFRICA TWIN TOURING PACK

35L TOP BOX + BACKREST

REAR CARRIER

PANNIER KIT

TOURING SCREEN

35L of storage capacity allows this top box
to hold most helmet designs. Features
‘1 Key’ locking system which allows the
luggage to be used with the bike’s ignition
key. Tough aluminium & plastic design
which matches the panniers. Shown with
Backrest, which is included in the Touring
Pack.

Rear carrier featuring luggage securing
hooks. Required for fitment of the 35L Top
Box.
Dimensions: 235 × 275 × 22.5mm

Pannier kit featuring ‘1 Key’ locking
system which allows the luggage to be
used with the bike’s ignition key. Left
hand side pannier can store a full face
helmet. Capacities - Left: 40L & Right: 30L.
Dimensions - Right: 470 × 270 × 420 mm
Left: 470 × 300 × 420 mm

Taller touring screen improves wind
protection and reduces buffeting. Offers
an 85 mm increase in height and a 30 mm
increase in width compared to the standard
screen.

MAIN STAND

HEATED GRIPS

12V SOCKET

COWL GUARD KIT

A Main Stand allows secure parking on a
variety of ground surfaces and assists with
maintenance.

Slim heated grip kit to improve comfort by
preventing hands getting cold.

Power or charge electrical equipment using
this convenient 12V socket (provides 1A).

(Image for illustrative purposes only)

(Image for illustrative purposes only)

Silver Cowl Guard protects the motorcycle’s
fairing as well as providing a mount for the
LED Fog Lights.

LED FOG LIGHT KIT

UPPER DEFLECTOR

LOWER DEFLECTOR

DELUXE PILLION FOOTPEGS

Pack contains all components necessary for
fitment of the fog lights: LED Fog Lights,
Attachment & Cowl Guard Kit.

Polyurethane deflector designed to boost
wind protection and funnel air away from
the rider.

Polyurethane deflector designed to deflect
hot air from the radiator away from the rider
in order to improve comfort.

Deluxe pillion footpegs constructed of
aluminium and rubber that are wider than
the standard pegs for increased comfort.

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

AFRICA TWIN 17YM
ADVENTURE

COMFORT
FRT

Part Number

Description

0.9
x.x

08R70-MJP-G50

Touring Screen

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R75-MJP-G50ZA

Smoked Screen

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R71-MJP-G50

Deluxe Pillion Footpegs

xx.xx
£000.00

0.4
x.x

08ESY-MJP-R805

Rizoma Footpegs - Silver - contains all items required for installation:

£000.00
xx.xx

0.4
x.x

0.4
x.x

0.4
x.x

Price

08R80-MJP-G51

Rider Footpegs

08R85-MJP-G51

Pillion Footpegs

08ESY-MJP-R816

Rizoma Footpegs - Red - contains all items required for installation:

08R81-MJP-G51

Rider Footpegs

08R86-MJP-G51

Pillion Footpegs

08ESY-MJP-R827

Rizoma Footpegs - Black - contains all items required for installation:

08R82-MJP-G51

Rider Footpegs

08R87-MJP-G51

Pillion Footpegs

08ESY-MJP-R838

Rizoma Footpegs - Blue - contains all items required for installation:

08R83-MJP-G51

Rider Footpegs

£000.00
xx.xx

£000.00
xx.xx

£000.00
xx.xx

08R88-MJP-G51

Pillion Footpegs

0.9
x.x

08R73-MJP-G50

Lower Deflector

0.9
x.x

08R74-MJP-G50

Upper Deflector

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x

08ESY-MJP-HGB

Heated Grips - contains all items required for installation:

£000.00
xx.xx

08T72-MJP-G50

Heated Grips

xx.xx
£000.00

08T71-MJP-G51

Heated Grips Attachment

0.9
x.x

08R00-MJP-F50ZA

High Seat (R148L Rally)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R00-MJP-G50ZA

High Seat (PB-A04L Tricolour)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R00-MJP-G50ZB

High Seat (NH-1L Black)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R01-MJP-F50ZA

Low Seat (R148 Rally)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R01-MJP-G50ZA

Low Seat (PB-A04L Tricolour)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.9
x.x

08R01-MJP-G50ZB

Low Seat (NH-1L Black)

xx.xx
£000.00

ELECTRICAL
FRT

Part Number

1.9
x.x

08ESY-MJP-FLK16

Description

Price

Front LED Fog Lights - contains all items required for installation:

08V72-MGS-D30

Front LED Fog Lights

08V70-MJP-G50

Fog Lights Attachment

08P71-MJP-G50

Cowl Guard Kit

£000.00
xx.xx

0.9
x.x

08U70-MJP-G50

12V Socket

xx.xx
£000.00

0x.x

08U74-MJP-G50

Sub-harness (Allows dual fitment of 12V Socket & Fog Lights)

xx.xx
£000.00

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

AFRICA TWIN 17YM
ADVENTURE

LUGGAGE
FRT

Part Number

Description

Panniers

Items required for Installation:

Price

0.5
x.x

08L72-MJP-G50

Pannier Kit

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08M70-MJE-D02

Wave Key Components (Cylinder Inner Kit) (2x Required)

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08M71-MJE-D01

Wave Key Components (Cylinder Body Kit) (2x Required)

£000.00
xx.xx

1.1

08ESY-MJP-TBCOM16

35L Top Box Kit - contains all items required for installation:

0.5
x.x

08L71-MJP-G50

35L Top Box

£000.00
xx.xx

0.2
x.x

08L70-MJP-G50

Rear Carrier

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08F00-MJP-G50

Backrest for 35L Top Box

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08L73-MJP-G50

Lock to suit 35L Top Box

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08M70-MJE-D02

Wave Key Components (Cylinder Inner Kit)

£000.00
xx.xx

0.1
x.x

08M71-MJE-D01

Wave Key Components (Cylinder Body Kit)

£000.00
xx.xx

0x.x

08L75-MJP-G51

Africa Twin Inner Bag for 35L Top Box

xx.xx
£000.00

0x.x

08L76-MJP-G51

Africa Twin Inner Bags for Panniers

xx.xx
£000.00

0x.x

08L09-MGH-641

Pannier/Top Box Inner Bag

xx.xx
£000.00

0x.x

08L77-MJP-G51

Tank Bag

xx.xx
£000.00

PROTECTION
FRT

Part Number

Description

x.x
0.9

08P71-MJP-G50

Cowl Guard Kit

Price
xx.xx
£000.00

MAINTENANCE
FRT

Part Number

Description

x.x
0.2

08M70-MJP-G50

Mainstand

Price

xx.xx
£000.00

STYLING
FRT

Part number

Description

x.x
0.8

08F88-MJP-900

Akrapovic Exhaust

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
0.8

08F99-MJP-900

Termignoni Exhaust

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
0.3

08F70-MJP-F50ZA

Wheel Sticker Set - Red (R334 Rally)

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
0.3

08F70-MJP-F50ZJ

Wheel Sticker Set - Tricolour (R305C Tricolour)

xx.xx
£000.00

0.3
x.x

08F70-MJP-F50ZD

Wheel Sticker Set - Standard (NHA30M)

£000.00
xx.xx

0x.x

08MJP-16Y-TENT

Africa Twin MotoTent

xx.xx
£000.00

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Price

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

AFRICA TWIN 17YM
ADVENTURE

SECURITY
FRT

Part Number

Description

x.x
0.7

08ESY-MJP-ALARM

Averto Alarm Kit

xx.xx
£000.00

Price

0x.x

08M53-MFL-800

U-Lock

xx.xx
£000.00

FRT

Part Number

Description

x.x
0.5

08U70-MJP-G80

DCT Foot Shift Kit

DCT
Price

xx.xx
£000.00

READY-TO-GO PACKS – 15% SAVING ON TOTAL PRICE, COMPARED TO PURCHASING THE ITEMS INDIVIDUALLY
FRT

Part Number

Description

x.x
1.9

08HME-MJP-TR16

Travel Pack

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
3.8

08HME-MJP-CO17

Comfort Pack

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
5.7

08HME-MJP-AD17

Adventure Pack

xx.xx
£000.00

x.x
6.6

08HME-MJP-TO17

Touring Pack

xx.xx
£000.00

Please note: Prices do not include fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice
on compatibility and a total fitted price.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Price

Issue date: 04/2017

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure
flawless operation, seamless fit and 'real world' durability.
Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with a two year warranty.
Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

* 2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

